
Will the vaccine give us a dose of 
animal spirits?

A breakthrough in the battle against Covid-19 has sent markets 
soaring, but in Birmingham they fear a long wait for the benefits to 

filter through

Sabah Meddings | Jamie Nimmo | John Collingridge Sunday November 15 2020, 12.01am, The Sunday Times
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N
eil Duncanson is dreaming big. The founder and chief executive of TV

production firm North One, which makes shows such as Paul

Hollywood’s Big Continental Road Trip for BBC Two, has high hopes for

a £2m investment in the heart of Birmingham’s creative district.

He and rival producers want to open a creative hub in Digbeth, in the city centre,

bringing independent firms under one roof and investing in training. After

progress was stalled by the pandemic and his TV production work fell by 40%,

Duncanson hopes to revive the project.

“I’ve likened it to a Google campus — a magnet for the industry,” said Duncanson,

60. “We could create thousands of jobs of all kinds. It’s been slightly poleaxed by

Covid, like everything else, but we’re hoping to have the hub open by the end of

next year.”

Optimism is suddenly in the air. Last week’s news that Germany’s BioNTech and

American pharmaceuticals giant Pfizer have developed a vaccine that appeared to

be 90% eXective sent adrenalin coursing through the global economy. Stock

markets rose sharply in response to the announcement, which Albert Bourla, the

chief executive of Pfizer, labelled “a great day for science and humanity”.

The FTSE 100 enjoyed its best day since March, soaring 4.7% on Monday, with

British Airways owner IAG and InterContinental Hotels Group among the highest

risers.

If approved, 10 million doses of the vaccine could be delivered to the NHS by the

end of the year — enough for five million people. That has raised hopes of a

consumer-led boom, as households forced to conserve cash during the two

lockdowns are freed to spend.

At Fracino, a family-owned maker of upmarket coXee machines based in a trading

estate in the northeast of Birmingham, business has recovered strongly after the

pandemic initially wiped more than 90% from sales.

“There’s clearly been a move to supporting British manufacturing and a backlash

against Chinese products,” said sales director Peter Atmore. Fracino, which has 66

staX, sells devices ranging from £900 to £6,000, mainly to independent coXee

shops and hospitality venues. It has been boosted by sales to people stuck at home

with “a few pounds in the bank”.

“News of a vaccine is very positive,” said Atmore. “This is not a financial issue —

get rid of the medical problem and the country will probably go back very quickly

to the situation it was in.”

However, that view is not universally shared: for many, the initial wave of

exuberance is tempered by caution. In Birmingham, as in many cities, the

pandemic has wiped out thousands of jobs.

The heart of the wider West Midlands, which relies heavily on manufacturing and

business tourism, has been among the country’s worst hit for unemployment and

economic output. Figures from HMRC show that Birmingham was the local

authority with the most furloughed staX in August: 55,400 were on the

government’s job support scheme, amounting to 12% of the workforce. Between

July and September, the unemployment rate rose to 4.9% in the West Midlands,

slightly above the national average of 4.8%.

Shops in the Bullring, its flagship shopping centre owned by embattled landlord

Hammerson, have shut again during the second lockdown: Selfridges is cutting

450 jobs in its four-storey site there. John Lewis said in August that it was

permanently closing its department store above the newly-rebuilt Birmingham

New Street station, leading to the loss of nearly 400 jobs. It said the Birmingham

shop, along with seven others, were “no longer financially viable”.

The National Exhibition Centre, which normally attracts business travellers from

across the world, is now a temporary Nightingale hospital.

Any return to normality in 2021 is unlikely to come quickly. Distributing the

vaccine, which for most of its life must be kept at -70C, will be a huge logistical

challenge — and initially, only a small number of people will receive the jab. With

a population of 1.1 million, and with an average age of 33 compared to 40

nationally (thanks to its universities), Birmingham is unlikely to benefit from

widespread vaccination any time soon, as initially only the elderly and most

vulnerable will be inoculated. The working-age population will be unlikely to

receive a jab until at least the second half of 2021.

Last week, Andrew Bailey, the Bank of England governor, said the breakthrough

was “very encouraging” for the UK economy, but added: “We have to be cautious

because there’s still quite a way to go in trialling [a vaccine], in production and

distributing, and putting all this into action.” Omcial figures last week showed

that the UK economy was almost 10% smaller than pre-pandemic levels at the end

of the third quarter, despite a record bounceback in the summer.

The pandemic came at the worst possible time for one of the city’s biggest

employers, Jaguar Land Rover (JLR), which has about 10,000 people working in its

factories in Solihull and Castle Bromwich on the outskirts of Birmingham.

Britain’s biggest car-maker had already been wrestling with a slump in sales in

China resulting from the US trade war, as well as the cost of shifting production

from diesel and petrol to electric models. It has cut thousands of jobs over the past

two years.

After shutting down for the first lockdown, JLR has gradually resumed production

— but focusing only on its most profitable models as it tries to clear a glut of

unsold saloons.

Des Quinn, national omcer at the trade union Unite, which has thousands of

members at JLR, warned that the recovery would take longer than after the 2008-

9 financial crisis, when it was spurred on by Chinese demand.

“This time it will be a gradual build-up and it will take a while,” he said. “I don’t

see it [recovery] coming back quickly because of the vaccine.”

Key for JLR and the army of suppliers it supports in the West Midlands is clarity

around Brexit. No-deal could mean resorting to World Trade Organisation tariXs

of 10% on cars exported to the Continent. “The secret of our bounce back will be a

free trade deal, because we are more dependent on manufacturing than any other

part of the country,” said Andy Street, Conservative mayor of the West Midlands

Combined Authority.

Injections of government cash matter all the more. Less than 1½ hours from

London by rail, Birmingham is proving a draw for big employers hunting for a

cheaper alternative to the capital. High Speed 2, the £106bn north-south railway

that will run though Birmingham, promises to cut journey times to 49 minutes.

In 2017, HSBC shifted 1,000 jobs to the city to add to its 1,500 employees already

there. Now, however, many predict that staX will continue with home-working,

perhaps travelling to the omce for only two or three days a week even after the

virus is defeated.

Mike Olley, general manager of Westside Business Improvement District in

Birmingham, said that the city’s Broad Street, normally streaming with workers

and tourists, was like the “Mary Celeste”. “Pubs, clubs, restaurants — they’re going

to open, but will the bankers be back? There’s a question-mark over that ... The

business sector will be doing a bit of pick-and-mix: working from home and

omce.”

Much will depend on the creation of new jobs, and inventive redevelopment.

James Craig, co-founder of Oval — owner of the Digbeth Estate, where

Birmingham’s new creative hub will be based — is predicting a shift in the make-

up of city centres. “You will see a whole load of retailers disappear and a whole

load of interesting leisure businesses moving in.”

HS2 is pumping hundreds of millions of pounds into the city, with two stations,

one at Curzon Street in the centre, another to the east of the city, to link to the

airport. At Curzon Street, a projected £724m will revitalise the surrounding area,

creating an estimated 36,000 jobs and 4,000 new homes. Sir John Armitt,

chairman of the National Infrastructure Commission as well as of National

Express, which has its UK base in Birmingham, said HS2 belies the rule that

infrastructure should be built in areas only where it is likely to deliver the greatest

economic returns. That is a “vicious circle”, he said.

“Do it on a cost-benefit ratio, shovel it into one place, and it becomes almost self-

fulfilling because it generates more activity. You can see in Birmingham the

volume of activity that’s going on simply as a consequence of HS2 arriving — all

occurring years before the railway is going to be there.”

However, Birmingham airport, owned by seven local councils and a Canadian

pension fund, faces a slow recovery. Nick Barton, the airport’s chief executive, said

he did not expect passenger volumes to return to pre-pandemic levels until 2022

or 2023. “Although we understand a vaccine roll-out could happen very soon, it

will take some time before we see the mass population protected. In the

meantime, we are calling for the government to announce a testing regime to

reduce the quarantine period for travellers arriving from countries without travel

corridors.”

For Ian Ward, Labour leader of Birmingham City Council, recovery lies in

investment in the green economy. Jobs will be created by retraining its workforce.

At the same time, Ward expects the city centre to pivot from shopping and omces

and towards leisure, as many omce workers stay at home and the shift to online

shopping is accelerated by the pandemic.

“There’s potential for us to bounce back quicker than elsewhere, and I think we’ve

got a plan to ensure that’s the case,” he said.

Angus Thirlwell, chief executive of Hotel Chocolat, which has a store next to the

shuttered John Lewis at New Street, said commuter numbers were “right down” at

the station, and would remain the case until public transport was encouraged

again. Pret A Manger — which also has a branch in New Street — said it was

performing more strongly in regional towns rather than city centres.

Even after the recovery, Thirlwell expects consumers to visit less often. “There

will be more mission-based shopping,” he said. “They’ll come and get some

goodies for the household at home, so it’s probably a larger basket size.”

Adam Cunningham, from Birmingham University’s Institute of Immunology and

Immunotherapy, said there would be a “great deal of caution” about when to end

measures such as social distancing. “You might need to wait six or nine months to

have enough people vaccinated to see whether transmission is occurring, to see if

you are getting closer to herd immunity and breaking the transmission cycle.”

For Andy Street, too, talk of full recovery remains some way oX. With cases in

Birmingham at 332.3 per 100,000 last week, the city has a battle on its hands to

get the virus under control. The council told people in some parts of the city to get

a Covid test even if they had no symptoms — knocking on doors in the worst-hit

areas to oXer free tests.

“The risk is that people are prematurely optimistic,” said Street. “We have got a

really important issue dealing with the second wave in the West Midlands, which

actually the Pfizer news makes no diXerence to at all. I’m absolutely focused on

the task in hand.”
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Unfortunately, the British public is anti-business, likes ‘the wealthy’ to pay high taxes 

and many are also addicted to ‘free’ money. 

 

The depressing reality is govt backed by public sentiment will embark on raising 

taxes - subduing growth as no one will invest or take risk in that environment. 

 

years of economic stagnation and decline await!
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